
The Colne Bridge Mill Fire and the devastating impact on a village community. 

By Richard Heath. 

It was probably the most sorrowful day in the history of Kirkheaton. As eleven coffins were 

lowered into communal grave near the Kirkstile gate of Kirkheaton Parish Church, “the 

shrieks and lamentations of parents, brothers, sisters who attended the ashes of their lost 

relatives to the grave were truly awful and (would) beggar all description.” (Wakefield and 

Halifax Journal) February 20th 1818.  

Their grief was shared with four thousand of the town’s people who had descended on the 

church to pay their respects to the child cotton spinners who went to their labours one 

night – and never returned home. 

Inside those little coffins were the remains of fifteen of the seventeen young girls, who 

perished in a raging inferno at Thomas Atkinson’s cotton factory at Colne Bridge on the 

morning of 14th Feb (Valentine’s Day) 1818.  Two of the bodies would never be recovered; 

it is likely that they were the youngest and smallest. Three of the girls were aged only nine 

and   should rightly have been at home safe in their beds. 

What it would have been like to have been in the churchyard on that winter morning all 

those years ago we can only dare to imagine. The picturesque surroundings would have 

been little comfort to inconsolable relatives and friends. Perhaps there was a blanket of 

snow covering the meadows and tree branches white with frost. Such scenic beauty sorely 

betrayed by the torment of all those who were gathered. Afterwards the mourners would 

have drifted back to their cottages to grieve in private; some may have crossed Church Lane 

to the Kirkstile public house to drown their bitter sorrows. Whatever our visualisations of 

that day, when dusk fell tranquillity would have returned to the place where there had been 

indescribable sadness.  

By the time that winter had turned into spring the grave had been covered by a large 

mounted commemorative headstone bearing the names of the girls alongside the names of 

their mothers and fathers. The lead inscription explains that “This melancholy catastrophe 

was occasioned in consequence of a foreman fending a boy into the lower room with a 

naked light.” 

It refers to the moment almost 200 years ago when Foreman, James Sugden, ordered ten 

year old Jim Thornton, to go down into dark unmanned basement storage area to fetch 

rovings (cotton fibre twisted into strands). Sugden’s failure to ensure the boy took a glass 

lamp instead of a naked candle was the catalyst to the impending disaster. 

Jim, it seems, was a little bit lackadaisical with the candle but it is hardly surprising given 

that he and the others had worked through the entire night and were needy of sleep. In a 

brief moment the flame had accidently brushed against some loose fibres and in flash a 

quantity of cotton and carded laps instantly ignited. 



It was, without question, an accident that could have been avoided, but the awful truth is 

that before the situation got out of hand the girls could easily have been evacuated. The 

initial delay is perhaps understandable. When the flame caught hold, Jim, would have feared 

the foreman’s wrath more than the fire that now confronted him. He would, no doubt, have 

attempted to put out the blaze’ wasting vital seconds at a critical moment. What was 

unforgivable however is that Sugden, when alerted to the fire by eleven year old Sarah 

Moody and her workmate who had spotted a deep red glow through slits between the 

wooden beams of the mill floor, had flown into a fit of rage and ordered the girls back to 

work.  Sarah bravely defied him and escaped from the building along with six others.  Her 

workmate returned to her machine and was never seen again. Sarah had been working 

alongside her two sisters, Mary, Elizabeth, that night. Sadly, neither of them would survive. 

What was equally reprehensible is that Sugden aged 20, and the elder Foreman William 

Smith, 60, were more intent on saving the property rather than getting the children out of 

the mill. Later, the inquest would hear that Smith, on realising how dire the situation was, 

had gone to the rescue of his twenty year old daughter Mary, but then returned 

immediately to fight the fire. 

When it became obvious to the two foremen that the building was doomed Sugden and 

Smith (apparently) made a last minute  attempt to encourage the trapped children to come 

down from the landing but it was too little too late; the terrified girls had fled in terror to 

the far end of the spinning room. On realising that any rescue attempt was futile Sugden 

and Smith made good their escape. The last person to get out alive was young Jim Thornton 

who had rolled down the burning steps to reach the outer door.  

The mill fire happened at a time when the new industrial world was emerging and fatalities 

were becoming more and more common as the factory began to replace cottage industries.  

Needless to say the lives of the impoverished workforce were in stark contrast to their 

wealthy employers. Colne Bridge mill was owned by Thomas Atkinson. He was the educated 

son of a wealthy Huddersfield businessman. Besides being in the cotton spinning industry, 

Atkinson was a Captain Commandant in the Huddersfield Yeoman Cavalry and would have 

been a familiar figure in Kirkheaton parish as he galloped along its fields and roadways, very 

often leading a troop of armed soldiers. 

By all accounts the Captain appears to have been quite a dashing character and was 

admired by the gentrified ladies of the town who presented him with an engraved 

ceremonial sword for his gallantry. This gleaming artefact is still in pristine condition and is 

now a prized possession of the Tolson museum.  

Atkinson had waged a relentless battle against the machine breaking Luddites, overseeing 

their demise following the hanging of their leaders at York six years earlier in 1813. Now, 

ironically, a misplaced candle had wreaked more destruction than the crashing weight of 

Enoch’s Hammer, the very tool used by Luddites to smash spinning and cropping frames.  



Thomas Atkinson lived in the salubrious surroundings of Colne Bridge House which was 

situated only a short distance from the factory. 

Whatever it was that awoke him on that fateful morning we can only speculate. Was it his 

servants? Or the sound of crashing masonry as the roof and floors collapsed into the 

inferno? What is certain is that when he arrived on the scene he was confronted by the sight 

of absolute devastation; the loss of his factory and a substantial number of his workforce. 

Out of the 26 that were at work that night only nine survived. 

Come the light of day, the scene in the mill yard would have been truly horrific. The 

Saturday shift would have arrived, joined by others from the neighbourhood of Colne Bridge 

and beyond. Frantic parents, brothers, sisters and friends would have been searching for 

their loved ones. In most cases  hope would turn to despair and they would have to look 

towards the recovery of their children’s remains from the rubble of Atkinson’s mill. Apart 

from the greatest of woes on that terrible dawn, a total of seventy employees had now lost 

their employment. 

Reflecting back on that shocking episode of industrial history it is unfortunate that we are 

unable to fully ascertain the entire truth of what really happened on the 14th Feb 1818. The 

records from the inquest were lost or destroyed many years ago and the leading regional 

newspapers of the day, The Leeds Mercury, and the Leeds Intelligencer, published what 

seems to have been the employer’s version of events. What we do know is that at the end 

of the inquest proceedings the jury, for some reason, returned a verdict of accidental death 

and that immediately following those proceedings, 

“11 coffins were brought to the place into which the mutilated remains of all 15 were put 

and taken in 3 hearses to the place of interment in Kirkheaton churchyard where they were 

buried in one grave. 

The mournful procession, preceded by solemn music passed the houses of everyone who 

had lost a child or a relative and at each of which it halted a psalm was sung. In the church a 

solemn anthem adapted to the occasion was performed by the choir of Kirkheaton Church, 

assisted by others from the neighbourhood.” 

 (Wakefield and Halifax Journal 20 Feb 1818) 

In the years following the disaster, the generation that had witnessed that sorrowful event 

passed away and the story of the Colne Bridge mill fire became largely forgotten.  The 

disaster, it seems, became little more than folk law; a tale of woe repeated over the years in 

the local community  of Kirkheaton Parish and over pots of ale in the Spinners Arms at Colne 

Bridge. Historically the story has been neglected as was highlighted recently by one 

prominent Huddersfield Historian.  He wrote that  

“The circumstances behind such a tragic loss of life have been repeatedly overlooked in 

accounts of Huddersfield's history. Legh Tolson's History and Annals of Kirkheaton  is still 



considered to be the major book on the parish but the author allowed himself only a couple 

of lines on the topic, He used the monument in the churchyard as an illustration but the 

caption offers no additional information. Similarly George Ingle's History of Yorkshire Cotton 

(1997) used the monument as an illustration but accompanied it with just two lines from the 

Leeds Mercury. How it came about that so many girls and young women died on a night 

shift have never been properly explained and the impact the event had on the community 

has never been thoroughly investigated.”  

In consequence, we have been left with only short snippets of information, but there is one 

piece of evidence that is particularly revealing. It is found in In WR Croft’s ‘The History of the 

Factory Movement or Oastler and his Times,’ 1888. In his book the author writes about his 

discussion with mill fire survivor Sarah Wood (formerly Moody) at her cottage at Moor Top, 

Kirkheaton, seventy years after the disaster.  

The aging grandmother, who resided virtually opposite the Blacksmiths Arms, revealed how 

she lost her mate when the brute overseer, James Sugden, ordered them back to work, after 

they had alerted him to the outbreak of fire. She also described how, in the aftermath that 

same morning she witnessed,    “Mr Atkinson upbraiding the foreman in the mill yard in the 

forenoon of the day for trying to save the bales of cotton rather than the hands.” 

Her account ties in with other pieces of evidence which highlight  the negligence and 

disregard for human life that were committed  by the people supposedly in charge.  

It is here that we find the underlying truth behind the Colne Bridge mill fire. 

 

In Feb 2018 a series of events are due to take place. There is a planned documentary by 

Kirklees Local Television and possibly the BBC Inside Out programme. There will also be a 

memorial service at Kirkheaton Parish Church, and the installation of a memorial plaque at 

the Beaumont Arms. 

Some of the activities will be locally based. More information will be provided come nearer 

the time. 
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